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ent, the hindbrain is transiently segmented into 7 distinct rhombomeres (r).
Hindbrain segmentation takes place within the context of the complex morphogenesis required for
neurulation, which in zebrafish involves a characteristic cross-midline division that distributes progenitor
cells bilaterally in the forming neural tube. The Eph receptor tyrosine kinase EphA4 and the membrane-
bound Ephrin (Efn) ligand EfnB2a, which are expressed in complementary segments in the early hindbrain,
are required for rhombomere boundary formation. We showed previously that EphA4 promotes cell–cell
affinity within r3 and r5, and proposed that preferential adhesion within rhombomeres contributes to
boundary formation. Here we show that EfnB2a is similarly required in r4 for normal cell affinity and that
EphA4 and EfnB2a regulate cell affinity independently within their respective rhombomeres. Live imaging of
cell sorting in mosaic embryos shows that both proteins function during cross-midline cell divisions in the
hindbrain neural keel. Consistent with this, mosaic EfnB2a over-expression causes widespread cell sorting
and disrupts hindbrain organization, but only if induced at or before neural keel stage. We propose a model
in which Eph and Efn-dependent cell affinity within rhombomeres serve to maintain rhombomere
organization during the potentially disruptive process of teleost neurulation.

© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The ability of cells to make adhesive contacts with appropriate
neighbours, while avoiding others, is a fundamental process that
underlies development as well as adult function in multicellular
animals, and relies on cell surface determinants that allow cells to
identify one another. In the vertebrate hindbrain, which is divided into
seven segments or rhombomeres, experimental juxtaposition of cells
with different segment identities results in their robust sorting-out
(Cooke et al., 2005; Guthrie and Lumsden, 1991; Guthrie et al., 1993;
Moens et al., 1996; Waskiewicz et al., 2002; Xu et al., 1999). These cell
behaviours are thought to underlie the establishment and main-
tenance of rhombomere boundaries during normal neuroepithelial
development.

Mechanistically, cell sorting has been shown to be driven
efficiently by either repulsion between unlike cells or differential
adhesion between like cells. The Eph receptor tyrosine kinases and
their Ephrin (Efn) ligands are membrane proteins that mediate cell–
cell repulsion and attraction in many developmental contexts (Egea
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and Klein, 2007; Hirashima and Suda, 2006; Klein, 2004; Poliakov
et al., 2004; Sela-Donenfeld and Wilkinson, 2005). The outcome of a
given Eph–Ephrin interaction is context-dependent, and both in vivo
and in vitro, receptor–ligand pairs have been shown to mediate cell–
cell repulsion in some instances, while promoting adhesion in others
(Eberhart et al., 2004; Hindges et al., 2002; McLaughlin et al., 2003;
Santiago and Erickson, 2002).

In the developing zebrafish hindbrain, EphA4 is expressed in
rhombomeres 3 and 5 while EfnB ligands EfnB2a and EfnB3 are
expressed in the adjacent rhombomeres (Bergemann et al., 1995; Chan
et al., 2001; Nieto et al., 1992). Knock-down of EphA4 results in the loss
of rhombomere boundaries and the disruption of normal segmental
hindbrain neuroanatomy, a phenotype that is exacerbated by
simultaneous depletion of EfnB2a, consistent with a critical role for
these molecules in regulating the cell sorting behaviours that drive
rhombomere boundary formation and maintenance (Cooke et al.,
2005). Initial over-expression experiments in which EphA4-over-
expressing cells sorted out from EfnB2a-expressing rhombomeres and
vice versa suggested that the underlying cell sorting mechanism was
mutual cell repulsion driven by Eph–Ephrin interactions at boundaries
(Mellitzer et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1999). However by mosaic analysis
using loss-of-function reagents we discovered that cells lacking EphA4
sort out from cells expressing EphA4 in r3 and r5 where EfnB2a is not
expressed, suggesting that the EphA4 protein has an EfnB2a-
independent adhesive role within the forming r3 and r5 territories
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(Cooke et al., 2005). Here we describe a corresponding EphA4-
independent requirement for the EfnB2a ligand in regulating cell
affinity between cells within rhombomere 4 (r4).

Sharpening of rhombomere boundaries in teleosts coincides with
the complex morphogenetic movements required for neurulation.
Previously we have shown that EphA4-based sorting in mosaic
embryos begins in the neural keel (Cooke et al., 2005), an intermediate
stage in neurulation characterized by cross-midline cell divisions that
generate bilateral clones (Kimmel et al., 1994; Papan and Campos-
Fig. 1. EfnB2a promotes cell adhesion in r4 independent of EphA4. 18 hpf mosaic embryos sh
channels shown in the middle and right panels. Donor cells (middle panel), are labeled with
Rhombomere-specific markers (right panel): r3 and r5 are identified by expression of GFP in p
the merge; D); α-EfnB2a marks r1, r4, r7 (red in the merge; C). r4 is indicated by a white bra
donor cells are excluded from r3 and r5 of aWT host. (C) EfnB2aMO donor cells are excluded
clusters on one side of r4 of an EfnB2a MO host. (E) EphA4 MO donor cells are excluded from
EphA4 double MO donor cells are excluded from r3, r4, and r5 of WT host embryos. (G) EphA4
MO host embryo. Scale bar: 50 μm.
Ortega, 1999). In this work, we identify the cellular behaviors
regulated by EphA4 and EfnB2a in the context of this morphogenesis.
Using time-lapse analysis of cell sorting in mosaic embryos, we find
that EphA4 and EfnB2a are specifically and individually required to
facilitate normal integration of newborn progenitor cells during the
cross-midline cell division that occurs at the neural keel/rod stage in
zebrafish neurulation. We propose a model in which both EphA4 and
EfnB2a are required for rhombomere-specific cell affinity and thus to
maintain rhombomere coherence and bilateral symmetry during the
own in dorsal view with anterior to the left. Left panels are merged images of individual
rhodamine dye (red in the merge; A, B, E, F, G) or express GFP (green in the merge; C, D).
GFP5.3 transgenic hosts (green in themerge; A, B, E, F, G) or detected byα-EphA4 (red in
cket in the merge. (A) WT cells contribute evenly to a WT host hindbrain. (B) EphA4 MO
from r4 and r7 (yellow bracket) of aWT host embryo. (D)WT donor cells form unilateral
r3 and r5 and form a unilateral cluster in r4 of an EfnB2a MO host embryo. (F) EfnB2a;
; EfnB2a double MO donor cells contribute homogeneously to the hindbrain of a double



Table 1
Summary of EphA4 and EfnB2a MO mosaic analyses

Donor Host

Uninjected EphA4MO EfnB2aMO EphA4MO; EfnB2aMO

Uninjected Throughout hindbrain (N=41) Cluster in r3, r5 (N=47) Cluster in r4 (N=27) Cluster in r3,r4,r5 (N=53)
EphA4MO Sort from r3, r5 (N=95) Throughout hindbrain (N=9) Cluster in r4; sort from r3, r5 (N=13) N/D
EfnB2aMO Sort from r4 (N=97) Cluster in r3, r5; sort from r4 (N=8) Throughout hindbrain (N=11) N/D
EphA4MO; EfnB2aMO Sort from r3, r4, r5 (N=10) N/D N/D Throughout hindbrain (N=12)

The distribution of uninjected ormorphant (MO) donor cells (left column) transplanted into uninjected orMO (top row) host embryos is indicated. Notably, MO donor cells contribute
homogeneously to hindbrains of hosts treated with an identical combination of MO(s) and segregate from host cells in specific rhombomeres when transplanted into hosts treated
with a different combination of MO(s). Furthermore, phenotypes observed in one combination of MO to WT transplant (or vice versa) are additive when multiple MO combinations
are used. N/D (not done).

Table 2
Characterization of donor cell divisions in a WT to EphA4 MO mosaic

(t) (r) (N) Spindle orientation
(mitosis)

Mother position
(mitosis)

Daughter position
(neural tube)

Keel r4 24 100% apico-basal 92% medial 71% bilateral
r3,5 36 75% apico-basal 81% lateral 100% unilateral

Tube r4 11 82% planar 100% medial 100% unilateral
r3,5 18 67% planar 72% lateral 100% unilateral

Cell divisions were observed over the course of the time-lapse described in Fig. 4.
Dividing donor cells in the neural keel/rod and neural tube at the level of r3, r4 and r5
were scored for mediolateral nuclear position during mitosis, spindle orientation at the
metaphase-to-anaphase transition, and the position of donor-derived daughter cells at
neural tube stage. The behaviour of the majority of the cells at a given time/space
coordinate is indicated as a percentage of total divisions scored (N). Underlined text
indicates that a majority of cells (N50%) exhibit abnormal behaviour.
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potentially disruptive cross-midline divisions that serve to extend the
teleost neuraxis.

Materials and methods

Dye, morpholino and nucleic acid injections

1-cell stage zebrafish embryos were injected with 1 nl of fixable
rhodamine dye, morpholino (MO), or nucleic acid. MO preparationwas
as described previously (Cooke et al., 2005). Plasmid DNA or capped
mRNA synthesized with mMESSAGE mMACHINE (Ambion) was
resuspended in nuclease-free water (Ambion). Morpholinos were as
follows: EphA4TB, 5 μg/μl (Cooke et al., 2005); EfnB2aTB MO-2
AATATCTCCACAAAGAGTCGCCCAT, 3 μg/μl (Koshida et al., 2005).
Identical phenotypes to those reported here were also obtained with
EfnB2aTB MO-1, 10 μg/μl (Cooke et al., 2005). mRNAs were as follows:
WT EphA4 from pCS-EphA4 (Cooke et al., 2005) at 300–600 ng/μl;
EfnB2a WT and mutant alleles from pCS-EfnB2a and pCS-EfnB2a-ΔC-
eGFP 1-200 ng/μl; GFP from pCS-eGFP at 100 ng/μl; membrane RFP
(mRFP) at 100 ng/μl from pCS-memb-mRFP1 (Megason and Fraser,
2003); histone-GFP at 25 ng/μl from pCS-H2B-GFP (Kanda et al., 1998);
transposase at 25 ng/μl from pCS2FA-TP (Kwan et al., 2007). The
bidirectional heat shock vector, pHS-GFP-Tol2,was generously provided
by D. Kimelman. Full-length EfnB2a and EfnB2a-ΔC were co-expressed
with GFP by cloning into the non-GFP cassette of pHS-GFP-Tol2 and
injected at 12 ng/μl. EphA4 and EfnB2a expression constructs wereMO-
resistant alleles, in which silent base pair changes were introduced.

RNA in situ hybridization and immunostaining

RNAs in situswere carried out as described (Prince et al.,1998) using
a krox20/egr2b riboprobe (Oxtoby and Jowett, 1993). Plastic sections of
RNAs in situweremade as described (Westerfield,1993).Wholemount
immunostaining was performed as described (Cooke et al., 2005),
except some embryos that were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for only
3h at roomtemperature to preserveGFPormRFPfluorescence. Primary
antibodies were as follows:α-EphA4 (Upstate; 1:200);α-EfnB2a (R&D
Biosystems, 1:100); α-aPKCζ (Santa Cruz C20, 1:500); α-laminin Ab-1
(NeoMarkers/ThermoScientific RB-082-A1; 1:100);α-3A10 (DHSBank;
1:200) α-HU (Invitrogen; 1:200). Secondary antibodies were fluoro-
chrome-conjugated Alexa Fluor 488, 594, or 633 (Invitrogen).

Gastrula stage mosaic analysis and confocal imaging

Mosaics made by cell transplantation at early gastrula stages were
performed as previously described (Carmany-Rampey and Moens,
2006). Confocal imaging was essentially as previously described
(Cooke et al., 2005). For time-lapse imaging, embryos were mounted
live at ∼10 hpf in a drop of 0.6% low-melting-point agarose on a
35mm coverglass-bottom culture dish (MatTek) and imaged for ∼10 h
at 30 °C on a heated stage attached to a Zeiss Pascal confocal inverted
microscope. The phenotypes ascribed to each of the types of mosaics
described in Fig. 1 and Table 1 were apparent in more than 75% of the
mosaics generated in any given experiment. High-resolution confocal
timelapse imaging of clump formation in WT to EphA4 MO mosaics
was performed on 9 embryos over the course of 6 separate
experimental trials; quantitation of cell position and spindle orienta-
tion during clump formation was performed on a representative
embryo as described in Fig S7 and Table 2. Confocal timelapse imaging
of EfnB2a MO cells sorting out of WT r4 was performed on 6 embryos
in 2 separate trials. The movies shown in Figs. S2–4 consist of
projected z-stacks at 15 min intervals extracted from time-lapses
obtained using a 20× objective with a 1.3–1.5× zoom. Images in Fig. 2
are projections corresponding to a 30-μm-deep volume in the middle
of the dorso-ventral axis of the zebrafish hindbrain. Images in Fig. 4
are individual confocal sections extracted from a time-lapse obtained
using a 40× water immersion objective, and Immersol (Zeiss).

Neural rod stage transplants

Single cells or small groups of cells were transplanted from donor
r3 to host r4 at the 10–12 somite stage (14–15 hpf) with a glass pipette
with a 10–15 μm inner diameter using an oil-controlled micromani-
pulator mounted on a Zeiss Axioskop FSII fixed-stage microscope.
Both donor and host embryos were from the pGFP5.3 transgenic line
(Picker et al., 2002) which expresses GFP in r3 and r5. Donor embryos
were injected at the 1-cell stage with biotin-conjugated dextran to
visualize donor-derived cells after transplantation. Host embryos
were imaged immediately after transplantation to confirm the
location of donor-derived cells, and then were fixed 4–5 h after
transplantation. Krox20 expression was detected by RNA in situ
hybridization followed by fluorescent detection of the biotin-dextran
using the TSA kit (Molecular Probes, now Invitrogen). Donor cells in r4
were scored as “plastic” if they lacked krox20 expression and “not
plastic” if they still expressed krox20.

Quantitation of cell position and spindle orientation during cell divisions
in the neuroepithelium

Cell divisions were observed over the course of the time-lapse
described in Fig. 4. r3 and r5 were identified by GFP expression in the
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pGFP5.3 transgenic host embryo (Picker et al., 2002). It has previously
been described that formation of the neural keel occurs between 6 and
10 s (12–14 hpf), transition into the neural rod is complete by 14 s
(16 hpf) and the neural tube stage begins at 17–18 s (17 hpf)
(Geldmacher-Voss et al., 2003). In our experiments, cross-midline
division of donor cells in r4 were observed as early as 12.5 hpf, and
planar divisions typical of neural tube stage were first observed at
17 hpf. The midline was defined as equidistant from each of the lateral
surfaces of the neuroepithelium. Nuclear position of dividing cells was
scored as medial if closer to the midline, and lateral if closer to the
lateral edges of the neuroepithelium. Spindle orientation was
assumed to be perpendicular to the plane of the metaphase plate.
Divisions were scored as planar if the angle between the midline and
the spindle at anaphase was less than 45°, and scored as apico-basal if
the angle between the spindle and midline was more than 45°,
consistent with previous criteria used to determine spindle orienta-
tion in chicken and zebrafish neuroepithelia (Geldmacher-Voss et al.,
Fig. 2. Cell sorting in EphA4MO mosaics begins during the neural keel stage. Representativ
mosaic embryo are shown at the indicated time points. Left panel: distribution of mRFP+
transgenic host. Right panel is a merge of two channels shown at left. (A) At 11 hpf (neural p
keel), presumptive daughters of neural progenitor divisions (white arrowheads) have begu
interior. (C, D) By 14.5 hpf (neural rod) and 18 hpf (neural tube), many donor cells have succ
GFP− cells form unilateral cell clusters (yellow triangles). OP (otic placode); pMHB (presum
2003; Roszko et al., 2006). Final position of daughter cells was scored
as bilateral if one daughter crossed the midline after mitosis and
unilateral if both daughters remained on the same side.

Cell division inhibitors

To block cross-midline cell divisions, embryos were cultured from
90% epiboly onwards in embryo medium containing 100 μM aphidi-
colin (Sigma) and 20 mM hydroxyurea (Sigma) dissolved in 4% DMSO,
as previously described (Tawk et al., 2007). Control embryos were
treated with 4% DMSO.

Heat shock

Heat shock mosaics were generated by co-injection of 12 pg
plasmid DNA and 25 pg transposase mRNA in a 1 nl volume; a subset
of embryos was coinjected with EfnB2a MO. Embryos raised at 28 °C
e 30 μm-deep projections of adjacent confocal sections through the hindbrain of a live
WT donor cells. Middle panel: expression of GFP in r3, r5 of the EphA4 MO pGFP5.3
late), cells are uniformly distributed on one side of the hindbrain. (B) At 12.5 hpf (neural
n to cross the midline (blue dotted line) but none is observed crossing in the r3 or r5
essfully crossed the midline (white arrowheads) except in r3 and r5, where WT mRFP+,
ptive midbrain–hindbrain boundary). Scale bar: 50 μm.
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were heat shocked at 39 °C for 1 h, then returned to 28 °C.
Phenotypes were observed at 18 hpf. Controls injected with identical
reagents were incubated at 28 °C.

Results

EphA4 and EfnB2a are required independently to mediate normal
intra-rhombomere cell interactions

Initial studies on EphA4 and EfnB2a function in hindbrain
segmentation supported a role for these proteins in mutual cell
repulsion at boundaries (Xu et al., 1999). Using morpholino (MO)
knock-down we confirmed a requirement for EphA4 in rhombomere
boundary formation; however we demonstrated using mosaic
analysis that EphA4 promotes cell–cell affinity within r3 and r5
because EphA4 morphant (MO) cells sort out from wild type (WT)
EphA4+ cells within r3 or r5 where EphA4 is expressed. Specifically,
EphA4-depleted cells are sorted out of WT r3 and r5 while WT cells
form unilateral clusters in r3 and r5 of an EphA4 MO host (Fig. 1B and
Cooke et al., 2005). EfnB2a is not expressed in r3 and r5, and EphA4
knock-down did not result in up-regulation of EfnB2a, so these sorting
behaviours cannot be explained by repulsion between EphA4 and
EfnB2a-expressing cells. We have therefore proposed that mutual
affinity between cells within rhombomeres contributes to boundary
formation (Cooke et al., 2005).

We had previously observed that knock-down of EfnB2a strongly
enhances the rhombomere boundary phenotype of EphA4 knock-
down (Cooke et al., 2005). EfnB2a is expressed in r1, r4 and r7 (Cooke
et al., 2005; Xu et al., 1999). We used mosaic analysis to ask whether
EfnB2a has a function within these rhombomeres that is analogous to
the role EphA4 plays in r3 and r5. We observed that EfnB2a MO cells
were excluded from r4 of a WT host embryo where EfnB2a is
expressed, but behave normally in other rhombomeres where EfnB2a
is not expressed (Fig. 1C); conversely, WT cells formed clusters in r4 of
an EfnB2a MO host (Fig. 1D). Similar sorting behaviours were also
occasionally observed in r1 and r7 (Figs. 1C, 5C and data not shown).
Sorting-out of EfnB2a MO cells was not observed in the midbrain
where EfnB2a is also expressed, suggesting that EphA4- and EfnB2a-
dependent regulation of cell affinity is a characteristic of the hindbrain
neuroepithelium in particular (data not shown). Injection of mRNA
encoding full-length EfnB2a rescues the ability of EfnB2a MO cells to
contribute to r4 of a WT host (Fig. S1). These results suggest that, like
EphA4, EfnB2a promotes cell affinity within the rhombomeres where
it is expressed.

We next asked whether the cell sorting we observed in EfnB2a
MO mosaic embryos requires EphA4 and vice versa. We found that
the sorting-out of EfnB2aMO donor cells from r4 could not be
prevented by knocking down EphA4 in host or donor cells; similarly,
segregation of WT donor cells into clusters in r3 and r5 of an EphA4
MO host could not be prevented by simultaneously depleting
EfnB2a from the host or donor (Table 1 and Fig. 1F). Rhombomere-
specific segregation of WT from MO cells was purely additive in all
combinations tested. For instance EphA4 MO cells transplanted into
an EfnB2a MO host still sort out of r3 and r5 (where EfnB2a is not
expressed), just as they would in a WT host; and cluster together in
r4 just as WT cells would do in r4 of an EfnB2aMO host (Table 1 and
Fig. 1E). Conversely, EfnB2a MO cells transplanted into an EphA4 MO
host sort out of r4 and form cell clusters in r3 and r5 (Table 1 and
data not shown). Double MO phenotypes were likewise additive:
donor cells depleted of both EfnB2a and EphA4 sort out of r3, r4,
and r5 in WT hosts (Table 1 and Fig. 1F), whereas transplanting WT
cells into EfnB2a; EphA4 double MO hosts leads to clustering in all
three rhombomeres (Table 1 and Fig. 5C). These results demonstrate
that sorting-out of EphA4 MO cells is not due to up-regulation of
EfnB2a and vice versa. Within rhombomeres, EphA4 and EfnB2a do
not function as a receptor–ligand pair, but rather independently
promote cell affinity within the segments in which they are
expressed.

We note that MO donor cells were able to contribute homo-
geneously and bilaterally to hindbrains of hosts which had been
treated with the identical MO combination. For instance, EphA4;
EfnB2a double MO donors contributed homogeneously to double MO
hosts (Table 1 and Fig. 1G). Thus normal intra-rhombomere cell
interactions do not seem to require EphA4 or EfnB2a per se; rather,
cells in a given rhombomere can form normal contacts with any
neighbours that express an identical Eph or Ephrin “code”.

Timing of EphA4- and EfnB2a-dependent cell sorting in mosaics

We have uncovered rhombomere-specific roles in promoting cell
affinity for both EphA4 and EfnB2a. We hypothesize that disrupted
intercellular adhesion contributes to the severe rhombomere bound-
ary defects we observe in EphA4; EfnB2a double MOs, since the failure
of cells with the same rhombomere identity to adhere to one another
could result in inappropriate mixing of cells with different rhombo-
mere identities (Cooke et al., 2005). This does not preclude a role for
EphA4 and EfnB2a in mutual cell repulsion at boundaries, as has been
proposed in previous studies (Xu et al., 1999), since functions for these
proteins both within and between rhombomeres would be abolished
in the double MO. However, the mosaic embryos in which WT cells
segregate from EphA4MO or EfnB2aMO cells provide a way to explore
the intra-rhombomere functions of EphA4 and EfnB2a alone. To better
understand how differential affinity might impact rhombomere
boundaries, we used confocal time-lapse imaging to follow the
behaviours of hindbrain cells in mosaic embryos during neurulation.

Genetic mosaics are made by transplanting donor cells into one
side of the presumptive hindbrain region of an early gastrula stage
embryo (Carmany-Rampey and Moens, 2006). Transplanted cells,
which comprise a small minority of the total cells in the neuroepithe-
lium, converge toward the midline with the surrounding host cells,
contributing neural progenitors to one side of the forming bilayered
neural keel. Starting at ∼12 hpf, cross-midline progenitor divisions
distribute donor-derived cells to both sides of the keel (Kimmel et al.,
1994; Papan and Campos-Ortega, 1999). Cross-midline divisions
continue in the neural rod stage up to ∼16 hpf, before formation of
the neurocoele at ∼17 hpf signals the onset of neural tube stage, and a
return to planar cell divisions. Previously, we observed that sorting-
out of EphA4 MO cells from r3 and r5 of a WT host coincides with the
onset of cross-midline cell divisions in the neural keel (Cooke et al.,
2005). EphA4 MO donors are never observed to divide across the
midlinewhen located in r3 and r5 of aWT host, although they execute
normal cross-midline divisions in rhombomeres where EphA4 is not
expressed. A similar analysis of WT donor cells forming clusters in
EphA4 MO hosts reveals that this cell sorting also coincides with the
period of cross-midline cell divisions (Figs. S2, S3). Specifically, donor-
derived EphA4+ cells in r3 and r5 at 12.5 hpf are only on the
transplanted side of the midline, while donor cells in flanking
rhombomeres have begun making cross-midline divisions (Figs. 2A,
B). Clumps in r3 and r5 are readily identified at 14.5 hpf, becoming
tight, well-formed unilateral WT cell clusters by 18 hpf (Figs. 2C, D). In
contrast, bilateral WT donor-derived cells are present in non-EphA4-
expressing rhombomeres at the neural tube stage (Fig. 2D). To
determine whether EfnB2a-based cell sorting in the hindbrain occurs
with similar timing, we performed confocal timelapse imaging of
EfnB2a MO cell sorting from r4 of WT embryos (Fig. S4). Initially,
donor cells at the neural plate stage were evenly distributed along the
anterior–posterior axis on the transplanted side of the hindbrain. At
the onset of the neural keel stage, donor EfnB2a MO cells were
observed making midline-crossing cell divisions in r2, r3, r5 and r6,
but not r1 or r4 (Fig. S4). By the end of the timelapse, at the neural tube
stage, donor-derived bilateral clones were apparent in r2, 3, 5 and 6,
whereas EfnB2a MO cells were only observed on the transplanted side
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of r1 and r4 (Fig. S4). As we observed previously in EphA4MOmosaics,
EfnB2a MO cells initiate cross-midline divisions at the edges of
EfnB2a-expressing rhombomeres when they contact EfnB2a-negative
cells in the adjacent rhombomeres (Figs. 1C, F). From this analysis we
conclude that EfnB2a-based cell sorting in the hindbrain occurs with
similar timing and affects the same cellular behaviours as the sorting
observed in EphA4 MO genetic mosaics.

Timing of rhombomere boundary defects in EphA4MO; EfnB2aMO
embryos

Based on time-lapse analysis of mosaic embryos described above
we conclude that the requirement for EphA4 or EfnB2a within
rhombomeres begins at the onset of cross-midline divisions, as the
keel is forming at ∼12 hpf. We imaged forming rhombomere
boundaries at high temporal and spatial resolution in fixed WT and
EphA4; EfnB2a double MO embryos by RNA in situ hybridization using
krox20/egr2b. We observed that the organization of cells at forming
rhombomere boundaries was identical in the WT and EphA4;EfnB2a
doubleMO before the neural plate-to-neural keel transition at ∼12 hpf
(Figs. 3A, B). From 12.5 hpf on, boundaries were already quite sharp in
theWT, whereas double MO boundaries becamemore disorganized at
12.5 hpf and were strongly disorganized at 13.5 hpf (Figs. 3C, D). At
13.5 hpf and 14.5 hpf, many cells exhibiting r3 or r5 identity (krox20+)
were observed encroaching into r4 territory (Figs. 3D, E). From this we
conclude that boundary sharpening is initially normal in the absence
of EphA4 and EfnB2a, but then decays after 12 hpf. The timing of
boundary decay therefore corresponds with the timing of EphA4- and
EfnB2a-dependent sorting observed in mosaic embryos. We observed
that in many double MO embryos, starting as early as 12 hpf,
rhombomere morphology was abnormally tall and thin, in spite of
normal hindbrain width indicative of normal convergent extension
movements. This phenotype became more dramatic at later time-
points. One possibility is that when dividing cells in the keel are no
longer constrained to one rhombomere, the resulting chaotic inter-
calation of cells from different rhombomeres drives an overall
dysmorphogenesis of the hindbrain. At later stages, loss of Notch
signaling from rhombomere boundaries could result in a reduction in
the number of cells and rhombomere thinning (Cheng et al., 2004).

At later neural rod stages (15.5 hpf), the disorganized boundary
phenotype became less severe in the double MO, but overall
rhombomere morphology remained abnormal (Fig. 3F). At the neural
tube stage (18 hpf), r3 and r5 were unequal and asymmetrical in the
double MO as compared to the uninjected control (Fig. 3G).

Mis-localized neural rod cells exhibit plasticity independently of EphA4

Wenoted that the boundaries of krox20/egr2b expression in EphA4;
efnB2aMO embryos became sharper after the end of the neural keel
stage (Fig. 3). This could be due to residual Eph–Ephrin dependent cell
sorting in these knock-down embryos, or to other mechanisms that
can sharpen boundaries of gene expression. By transplanting cells
singly or in small groups between rhombomeres at the neural rod
stage, we observed that individual cells can exhibit plasticity, changing
their identity from that of their rhombomere of origin (Figs. S5A, B),
consistent with previous studies showing plasticity of cells trans-
planted between hindbrain segments (Itasaki et al., 1996; Schilling
Fig. 3. EphA4 and EfnB2a mediate hindbrain boundary sharpening during the neural
keel stage. Whole mount (A) and 10 μm plastic sections (B–G) of RNA in situ
hybridizations with a krox20/egr2b riboprobe. Anterior is to the left, dorsal or lateral
views are indicated. Left panels show uninjected control embryos; right panels show
stage-matched EphA4; EfnB2a double MO embryos. (A) Neural plate stage (N=20); (B)
neural plate to neural keel transition; (C, D) successive neural keel stages; (E, F)
successive neural rod stages; (G) neural tube stage. Nc: r5-derived neural crest.
Representative sections for each timepoint were chosen from at least 8 identically
treated embryos. Scale bar: 50 μm.
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et al., 2001). We observed that the ability of cells to change their
identity was independent of EphA4: approximately 80% of donor cells
transplanted from r3 to r4 at the 10–12 s stage lose krox20/egr2b
expression regardless of whether they express EphA4 or not (Fig. S5C).
We hypothesize that this EphA4-independent plasticity may con-
tribute to the sharpening of krox20 expression boundaries in later
EphA4; efnB2a double MO embryos. However we note that in spite of
this activity, rhombomere boundaries remain disrupted with signifi-
cant consequences for hindbrain neuroanatomy (Cooke et al. 2005).

Bilateral EphA4 expression is required for cross-midline divisions

The above observations focused our attention on the role of EphA4
and EfnB2a during the period of mirror-symmetric progenitor cell
Fig. 4. Failure to generate bilateral clones is not due to a defect in oriented cell divisions. Repre
to the left. WT donor cells (expressing mRFP to visualize cell membranes, histone-GFP to visu
in r3 and r5; not shown). Midline is indicated by horizontal dashed blue line. r5 is indicate
(rounded up; condensed chromatin) are indicated by white (r4) or hollow (r5) arrows. Cel
spindle orientation. Daughters of numbered divisions that are still in the plane of focus are
evenly distributed up to the midline throughout the hindbrain. Because the transgene is n
assigned. However a cell that is unambiguously assigned in later timepoints to r5 has alread
“1”). (B) At early neural keel (12.5 hpf), a WT donor cell in r4 divides with a medial nuclear
medial daughter from division “1” is located in r5. (C) At 13 hpf a donor cell in r5 divides me
the more medial daughter of division “2” has begun to cross the midline (white arrowh
neuroepithelium throughout the timelapse (different plane of focus; data not shown). (D)
crossing and is integrated into the contralateral side of the neuroepithelium, whereas the mo
the neuroepithelium. Both daughters of division “3”were tracked for an additional 2 h and fa
cells in r4 with medially positioned nuclei are in metaphase with mitotic spindles orientated
dividing cell from panel C has entered telophase (white arrowhead; division “5”) and anoth
(white arrowheads; division “4”). (F) At the same timepoint as in panel E (15 hpf), but 4 μm
division “6”) is shown at anaphase with a transverse spindle orientation (white line). (F′) Wi
lateral and a moremedial daughter cell (hollow arrowheads), neither of which crosses the mi
neural tube stage (17 hpf) rounds up prior to division with medial nuclear position (white
Daughters of this division are born side by side, equidistant from themidline (white arrowhea
prior to mitosis (hollow arrow; division “8”). (H′) Within 3 min, the dividing donor cell from
(white line). Scale bar: 25 μm.
divisions, which begins ∼12 hpf. We hypothesize that the inability of
donor cells to generate bilateral clones in rhombomeres occupied by
host cells expressing a different Eph or Ephrin “code” is due to a failure
to complete cross-midline cell divisions. Careful analysis of time-
lapses of WT to EphA4 MO mosaics revealed that the failure of donor
cells to generate bilateral clones in r3 and r5 is not due to the inability
of donor cells to divide (Fig. S6). During the neural keel stage (12–
16 hpf), WT donor cells in an EphA4 MO host r3 or r5 segment do
divide with the same timing as donor cells in r4 (Figs. 4A–F). However,
whereas WT donor cells in r4 successfully contribute daughters to
both sides of the neural keel, donor-derived daughter cells in r3 and r5
remain on the same side of the midline and form unilateral clusters.

We considered a number of possible reasons for the failure of WT
neural progenitors to cross the midline in EphA4 MO hosts. During
sentative confocal sections from a time-lapse of a mosaic embryo, dorsal views, anterior
alize nuclei) were transplanted into an EphA4MO pGFP5.3 host embryo (expressing GFP
d by white bracket in upper right hand corner of most images. Cells entering mitosis
ls in mitosis are indicated by arrowheads ending in perpendicular lines that represent
indicated by arrowheads. (A) At the onset of neural keel stage (12 hpf), donor cells are
ot expressed in r5 at this early timepoint, r4 and r5 territories cannot be definitively
y entered anaphase and is positioned close to the midline (hollow arrowhead; division
position and transverse spindle orientation (white arrowhead; division “2”). The more
dially with transverse spindle orientation (hollow arrowhead; division “3”). Meanwhile,
ead). The other daughter from division “2” remains on the transplanted side of the
By 14 hpf, one daughter from division “2” (white arrowhead) has completed midline
remedial daughter from division “3” (hollow arrowhead) remains on the original side of
iled to cross the midline during this time (data not shown). (E) At 15 hpf, twoWT donor
transverse to the midline (white arrowheads; divisions “4” and “5”). (E′) Within 3 min, a
er has completed cytokinesis, generating a more medial and more lateral daughter cell
deeper into the embryo, a laterally displaced WT donor cell in r5 (hollow arrowhead;
thin 3 min, the dividing cell from panel F has completed cytokinesis, generating a more
dline during the course of the timelapse (data not shown). (G)WT donor cell in r4 at the
arrow; division “7”). (G′) Donor cell indicated in panel G has completed cytokinesis.
ds). (H) Laterally displacedWT donor cell in r5 rounds up and has condensed chromatin
panel H has entered telophase. Spindle orientation is planar, ie. parallel to the midline



Fig. 5. Failure to execute cross-midline divisions results in duplicated neuraxes in EphA4 and EfnB2a MO mosaics. Immunostaining of 18 hpf mosaic embryos shown in dorsal view
with anterior to the left. (A–C)merged images showingα-aPKC (green) andMO host cells labelled with rhodamine (red). (A) aPKC is expressed on the apical surface of neuroepithelial
cells, which is at the midline. (B) WT EphA4+ donor cells (unlabelled) fail to cross the midline and form unilateral clusters in r3 and r5 when transplanted into an EphA4MO host
(white arrowheads); these clusters have an ectopic aPKC+ apical region. Likewise WT EfnB2a+ donor cells form a unilateral cluster in r4 of an EfnB2a MO host (data not shown). (C)
WT cells transplanted into an EphA4; EfnB2a double MO host form three separate clumps with ectopic apical surfaces (data not shown) or fuse to give rise to a partially duplicated
neuroepithelium in the r3–r5 region; cell clustering is also sometimes evident in r7 (N=6). OV (otic vesicle). (D,E) α-laminin staining (left panels); right panel is a merge showing the
rhodamine-labeled double MO host cells (red); host cells contain the pGFP5.3 transgene and express GFP in r3 and r5 (green). (D) Laminin is expressed along the lateral edges of the
neuroepithelium in WT (not shown) and in double MO host embryos (N=24). (E) Laminin is ectopically expressed around the edges of the cluster of unlabelled WT cells in a WT to
double MO mosaic embryo (N=27). Scale bars: 50 µm.
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cross-midline divisions in the neural keel, cells re-orient their spindles
to allow division in an apico-basal direction as compared to the planar
divisions that occur earlier in the neural plate stage and later in the
neural tube (Geldmacher-Voss et al., 2003; Tawk et al., 2007).
Improper spindle orientation could thus lead to the failure of donor-
derived cells to cross the midline. In our time-lapse analysis, cells
throughout the hindbrain were observed to undergo planar cell
divisions during the neural plate stage (data not shown) and also later
in the neural tube (Figs. 4G, H). From 12.5 hpf to 16 hpf (neural keel/
rod) in r4, spindle orientation at anaphase was apico-basal in 100% of
cell divisions and in 71% of these, the medial-most daughter was
observed crossing themidline (Figs. 4B, D, E and Table 2). 75% of donor
cell divisions in r3 and r5 were similarly apico-basal in orientation,
even though none of these divisions resulted in bilateral daughters
(Figs. 4C, D, F and Table 2). Thus spindle orientation alone is
Fig. 6. Cell sorting is prevented by inhibiting cell division in the neural keel/rod. Dorsal views
out of r3 and r5 of a WT pGFP5.3 host (green) treated with solvent alone (4% DMSO; N=10)
drugs inhibits cross-midline divisions and also prevents sorting-out of EphA4MO cells from
insufficient to explain the failure of these cells to cross the midline
in mosaic embryos.

As in other epithelia, both planar and apico-basal divisions in the
developing neuroepithelium occur with the nucleus positioned close
to the apical surface, which in the neural keel stage zebrafish embryo
is the midline. We noted that while donor cell divisions in r4 of an
EphA4MO host occurred at the midline, many cell divisions in r3 and
r5 occurred laterally, away from the midline (Figs. 4E, F and Fig. S6).
Systematic scoring of the mediolateral position of dividing nuclei
revealed that in r4, 92% of labeledWTcells divided in the most medial
section of the neural keel/rod whereas in r3 and r5, over 80% of WT
cells were positioned abnormally laterally (Table 2). Therefore it is
possible that themore lateral position of dividing donor cells in r3 and
r5 contributes to their failure to cross the midline. We note that the
lateral position of these divisions is not due to a failure of cells in r3
of 18 hpf mosaic embryos with anterior to the left. (A) EphA4 MO donor cells (red) sort
. (B) Treatment of mosaic embryos from 90% epiboly onwards with cell cycle inhibiting
r3 and r5 (N=7/11). Scale bar: 50 μm.
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and r5 to converge to the midline, because at the onset of the neural
keel stage, it is not possible to distinguish donor-derived cells in r3
and r5 from donor-derived cells in other rhombomeres based on their
mediolateral position (Fig. 4A). Rather, there is a progressive lateral
displacement of the donor cells away from the midline in r3 and r5,
suggesting a failure to maintain normal contact with contralateral
progenitors whose EphA4 levels are different (Figs. 4A–F and Fig. S7).

Tawk et al., (2007) observed that when neuroepithelial cells
attempt mirror-symmetric divisions at positions displaced from the
midline of the forming neural keel, this can result in a duplicated
neuraxis with its own apico-basal polarity (Tawk et al., 2007).
Consistent with this, we observed that donor-derived WT cell clusters
in EphA4MOmosaics and EfnB2aMOmosaics form incipient duplicate
neuraxes, with an ectopic “midline”, marked by aPKC or Pard3 protein
adjacent or perpendicular to the host midline (Fig. 5B and data not
shown). Furthermore, when WT cells are transplanted into hosts
lacking both EfnB2a and EphA4, the cell clusters they form in r3, r4
and r5 sometimes fuse to create a duplicated hindbrain neuraxis in
that region (Fig. 5C). Laminin expression at the edges of the WT cell
clusters reveals that the clusters of WT cells contain a corresponding
ectopic basal surface (Figs. 5D, E). Neurogenesis takes place at the
lateral edge of the neuroepithelium in WT (not shown) and double
MO (Fig. S8A) embryos, as well as the ectopic basal surface present in
WT cell clusters (Fig. S8B). Duplication of the Mauthner neuron is
occasionally observed in the duplicated hindbrain region (Fig. S8C–E).
Together, these results suggest that EphA4 and EfnB2a regulate cell
intercalation during the cross-midline cell divisions that characterize
the neural keel/rod stage of neural development.

EphA4-dependent cell sorting can be rescued by preventing
cross-midline cell division

In mosaic embryos, we observe that unilaterally transplanted
donor cells fail to divide across the midline in spite of normal cell
polarity and spindle orientation. Because donor cells exhibit this
defect only in rhombomeres where they are surrounded by cells that
have different EphA4 or EfnB2a levels, we hypothesize that this cross-
midline division defect is secondary to a failure to establish normal
contacts with contralateral neighbours that have a different Eph–
Ephrin “code”. We specifically suggest that the subsequent sorting
movements of donor cells are driven by the successful cross-midline
divisions of surrounding host cells. If this is true, we reasoned that by
blocking the cell cycle during cross-midline divisions in mosaics we
could rescue this phenotype. Indeed, treatment with cell cycle
inhibitors during neural keel/rod stage prevents the sorting out of
EphA4 MO cells in a WT host (Fig. 6). Under these conditions, all
donor-derived cells are unilateral because they are prevented from
executing the cross-midline division; however they also do not sort
out of r3 and r5, presumably because contralateral wild-type cells are
prevented from dividing across the midline and pushing the less
cohesive MO donor cells aside. We note, however, that this experi-
mental paradigm does not rule out the possibility that cell division
and intercalation between cells on the same side of the neural keel
also contributes to cell sorting movements. Indeed, EphA4 and EfnB2a
are expressed all around the cell periphery, not just at themidline, and
therefore are likely to regulate ipsilateral cell interactions.

EphA4 or EfnB2a over-expression inhibits cross-midline cell division

We reasoned that if neural progenitors undergoing cross-midline
cell divisions can only form normal contacts with cells expressing the
same Eph or Efn on their cell surface, then even differences in the
levels of these proteins might drive cell sorting. We asked whether
mosaic over-expression of either EphA4 or EfnB2a prevented dividing
cells from crossing the midline. Previously, Xu et al. showed that
mosaic over-expression of EphA4 mRNA in zebrafish embryos caused
cells to be excluded from EfnB2a-expressing rhombomeres and vice
versa, consistent with EphA4–EfnB2a-mediated repulsion (Xu et al.,
1999). In the course of performing mRNA rescue experiments for our
MO phenotypes we confirmed these observations: EphA4 mRNA
concentrations that rescue the ability of EphA4 MO cells to contribute
to r3 and r5 of a WT host embryo cause exclusion of donor cells from
EfnB2a-expressing r4 (Cooke et al., 2005), and EfnB2a mRNA levels
that rescue the ability of EfnB2a MO cells to contribute to r4
simultaneously inhibit donor cells from crossing the midline into
EphA4-expressing r3 and r5 (Fig. S1C). However we also observed that
WT donor cells expressing the same “rescuing” amount of ectopic
EphA4 are additionally excluded from the contralateral side of r3 and
r5 (data not shown), andWTcells expressing the “rescuing” amount of
exogenous EfnB2a similarly form unilateral clusters in r4 (Fig. S1D). In
these contexts the donor-derived cells are over-expressing EphA4 or
EfnB2a because they express the protein from both the endogenous
locus as well as the exogenously supplied mRNA; in contrast, the WT
host cells express only the endogenous gene. This was confirmed by
Western blot analysis (data not shown). Interestingly, overexpression
of an EfnB2aΔC-GFP allele in which the C-terminus of EfnB2a is
replaced with GFP still mediates segregation of donor cells from cells
in WT r4 (Fig. S1E). We observe segregation even when over-
expressing cells are coinjected with EfnB2a MO (Fig. S1F). Further-
more, we note that the sorting phenotype resembles the phenotype of
clustering observed in WT to MO embryos, suggesting that donors
have increased cell affinity rather than reduced cell affinity, in which
case we would expect to see donors being sorted to the r4 boundaries,
just as happens inMO toWTmosaics. Based on these observations, we
do not believe that the truncated allele exerts its effects on sorting by
acting as a dominant negative. It is therefore possible that EfnB2a-
based adhesion does not require reverse signaling. The inability of the
donor cells which over-express EphA4 or EfnB2a to cross the midline
in rhombomeres populated by host cells that express WT levels of the
very same Eph or Ephrin suggests that different levels of EphA4 or
EfnB2a on the cell surface are sufficient to drive cell sorting. These
results support our hypothesis that neural progenitors can only
integrate normally into hindbrain segments that express the identical
suite of Ephs and Ephrins, at equivalent levels.

A concern about the over-expression experiments described
above is that ectopic expression of EphA4 or EfnB2a during
gastrulation could delay convergent extension movements of the
neuroepithelial progenitors and result indirectly in their failure to
generate bilateral clones (Tawk et al., 2007). We injected a heatshock-
inducible construct to drive mosaic co-expression of EfnB2a and GFP
after the end of gastrulation. Unlike in transplantation mosaics, heat
shock induces EfnB2a expression mosaically on both sides of the
neuroepithelium; nonetheless, successful cross-midline divisions are
still expected to generate bilateral GFP+ clones. Heat-shock induction
of GFP alone, or injection of the EfnB2a expression constructs
without heat-shock did not cause hindbrain defects (Fig. 7A and data
not shown). In contrast, induction of EfnB2a expression immediately
before or at the normal onset of cross-midline divisions (by heat
shock at 10 hpf or 12 hpf) results in a dramatically disorganized
hindbrain with many GFP+ cells that lack a mirror-symmetric
daughter, which we interpret as failure of these ectopically expres-
sing cells to complete the cross-midline division (Fig. 7B). Staining
with α-EfnB2a confirmed that GFP+ cells co-express high levels of
EfnB2a (data not shown). Mosaic induction of EfnB2a by heat shock
at 10 hpf or 12 hpf also frequently induced partial neuraxis
duplication as revealed by aPKC immunostaining (Fig. 7C). Duplica-
tion of the hindbrain neuroepithelium was more complete when
embryos were simultaneously depleted of endogenous EfnB2a (Fig.
7D). Consistent with results obtained from mRNA over-expression
mosaics using the EfnB2aΔC-GFP allele (Fig. S1E), mosaic expression
at 10 hpf or 12 hpf of a truncated form of EfnB2a that lacks the
intracellular domain (EfnB2a-ΔC) also inhibits formation of bilateral



Fig. 7. Mosaic EfnB2a overexpression in the neural keel causes widespread cell sorting and duplication of the neuraxis. Dorsal views of 18–20 hpf embryos injected with heat-shock
(HS)-GFP (A) or HS-EfnB2a DNA constructs (B–F) as indicated. Anterior is to the left. White circles indicate the position of the otic vesicle. (A) pHS-GFP-injected embryo coinjected
with EfnB2a MO, and heat shocked at 10 hpf. GFP+ cells are symmetrically distributed on both sides of the neuroepithelium (N=12/12). (B) pHS-EfnB2a-HS-GFP injected embryo
coinjected with EfnB2a MO, heat shocked at 10 hpf and stained with α-EphA4 to detect r3, r5 (red). r4 is indicated with a white bracket. EfnB2a+/GFP+ cells (green) are distributed
asymmetrically throughout the hindbrain, including in r4 (N=16/27). (C–F) Embryos injected with the indicated HS constructs, with or without EfnB2a MO, heat shocked at the
timepoint indicated on the far right and stained with α-aPKC. Left panel: aPKC expression alone; right panel: merged image showing distribution of EfnB2a+/GFP+ cells (green) and
aPKC expression (red). (C, D) Embryo injected with pHS-EfnB2a-HS-GFP in the absence or presence of coinjected EfnB2a MO, heat shocked at 10 hpf. aPKC expression in two parallel
stripes reveals partial duplication of the neuraxis (N=7/14, and 9/14, respectively). (E) Embryo injected with the HS-EfnB2a-ΔC allele and EfnB2a MO, heat shocked at 12 hpf also
shows neuraxis duplication (N=9/20). A similar phenotype is observed when embryos are injected with theWT EfnB2a allele HS construct, in the absence or presence of EfnB2a MO,
and heat shocked at 12 hpf (data not shown; N=3/7, and 5/8, respectively). (F) Embryo co-injected with pHS-EFnB2a-HS-GFP and EfnB2a MO, then heat shocked at 16 hpf. EfnB2a-
expressing cells contribute homogeneously to the epithelium and no duplication of the neuroepithelium has occurred (N=14/14). Immuno-staining confirms that EfnB2a expression
is still ectopically induced in embryos heat shocked at 16 hpf (data not shown; N=7/7). Scale bar: 50 μm.
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clones and causes disorganization and duplication of the neuroe-
pithelium, in the presence or absence of endogenous EfnB2a (data
not shown and Fig. 7E). In fact, the phenotype is more severe when
endogenous EfnB2a is depleted by coinjection with MO, suggesting
that the sorting activity driven by this allele is not a dominant
negative effect and the intra-rhombomere function for EfnB2a does
not require canonical reverse signaling. Importantly, induction of
EfnB2a expression at 16 hpf, after cross-midline divisions are
complete, results in a normal hindbrain neuroepithelium with
EfnB2a-expressing cells distributed evenly throughout the hindbrain,
including in Eph-expressing rhombomeres (Fig. 7F). We conclude
that normal cross-midline divisions in the hindbrain require
equivalent bilateral levels of EphA4 and EfnB2a.

Discussion

We have previously shown that loss of EphA4, a receptor tyrosine
kinase expressed in r3 and r5 of the developing hindbrain, causes a



Fig. 8. A model: unrestricted cross-midline divisions disrupt rhombomere boundaries in an EphA4; EfnB2a MO embryo. In a WT hindbrain, daughter cells created by cross-midline
divisions in r3, r4 and r5 are restricted by the presence of cell surface EphA4 and EfnB2a to intercalatewell inside their respective rhombomeres of origin. Neuroepithelial cells in r3–5
in embryos lacking EphA4 and EfnB2a divide without such restrictions, leading to mis-sorting of daughters from r3 and r5 mothers into r4 and vice versa.
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hindbrain boundary defect, a phenotype exacerbated by simulta-
neous loss of its ligand, EfnB2a, which is expressed in the intervening
r4 segment. Based on genetic mosaic analysis which revealed that
EphA4+ cells in r3 and r5 sort out from EphA4 MO cells in the same
territory, we previously proposed a model in which adhesion
between EphA4+ cells within r3 and r5 contributes to robust
rhombomere boundary formation. Here we show that EfnB2a
mediates cell affinity within r4. Indeed, our experiments demon-
strate that EphA4 and EfnB2a, which in other contexts act as a
canonical receptor–ligand pair, function independently of one
another within their respective hindbrain territories. Our data further
suggests that normal function of these molecules in the zebrafish
hindbrain is critical during the cross-midline cell divisions that begin
as the neural keel is forming at 12 hpf and which drive the dramatic
extension of the neuraxis during this period of development.
Specifically, the boundary defect in EphA4; EfnB2a double MO is
first observed at the same stage as EphA4MO or EfnB2a MO cells
begin to sort away from WT rhombomeres in mosaics, and both
phenomena coincide with cross-midline cell divisions in the neural
keel/rod stage of teleost neurulation. In either loss- or gain-of-
function mosaics, cells that have different EphA4 or EfnB2a levels
from their contralateral neighbours in the hindbrain at the neural
keel/rod stage fail to divide across the midline, resulting in
widespread disorganization of the hindbrain; however, misregulation
of EfnB2a levels after the completion of cross-midline cell divisions
has no phenotype. We hypothesize that the misplaced cells in double
MO embryos could have arisen in the course of unconstrained cross-
midline divisions. We therefore propose a model in which the
segmental regulation of cell affinity by EphA4 and EfnB2a ensures
that progenitor cells intercalate between cells with the same
rhombomere identity during cross-midline divisions, thereby main-
taining rhombomere boundaries by preventing cells from one
rhombomere territory from dividing into adjacent rhombomeres
(Fig. 8). Our data does not rule out possibility that an EphA4–EfnB2a
interaction at rhombomere boundaries is required for rhombomere
boundary integrity. We also acknowledge that EphA4 and EfnB2a
localize all around the cell periphery, not just at the midline and
therefore likely mediates ipsilateral inter-cellular interactions.

EphA4 and EfnB2a regulation of cell adhesion during mitosis affects
hindbrain morphology

Our work suggests that EphA4 and EfnB2a function during the
apico-basal divisions of neuroepithelial progenitors in the neural keel/
rod. Strictly timed and oriented cell divisions underlie many
developmental events, including differentiation and morphogenesis.
In neuroepithelia, oriented asymmetric division is considered to be an
important factor in differentiation. For instance, apico-basal divisions
in the mammalian cortex are thought to be neurogenic (Chenn and
McConnell, 1995; Reid et al., 1997). Although vertebrate Ephs and
Ephrins have not previously been shown to function during oriented
cell divisions, a role for EfnA has recently been described in an
asymmetric cell division leading to differentiation in Ciona (Picco et
al., 2007). In the teleost neural keel/rod, apico-basal divisions are
symmetric, giving rise to bilateral neural progenitors (Geldmacher-
Voss et al., 2003; Tawk et al., 2007); in this context Eph and Ephrin
control morphogenesis rather than differentiation. We observe that
cells with different EphA4 levels than their contralateral neighbours
frequently divide at positions away from the midline, suggesting a
failure to establish normal adhesive interactions across the midline
during the infolding of the neural keel. It has been shown that the
orientation of cell divisions in the neural keel defines the apico-basal
axis of the resulting daughters (Tawk et al., 2007), so that lateral
displacement of progenitors resulting from delayed convergent-
extension movements gives rise to neural tube duplication. In our
EphA4 MO mosaics, differential cell affinity leads to the generation of
ectopic “midlines” in clusters of donor-derived cells. This suggests that
the same morphogenetic phenotype can be generated by any
mechanism that laterally mispositions neuroepithelial progenitors in
the neural keel. We hypothesize that disruption of any mechanism
affecting cell affinity in the hindbrainwould have the same phenotype
as we have observed.
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Eph and Ephrin signaling in the hindbrain

The Eph–Efn interaction has the unusual ability to initiate signaling
in both the receptor-expressing (“forward signaling”) and ligand-
expressing (“reverse signaling”) cells. The EfnB intracellular domain
includes several conserved signaling motifs that have been shown to
mediate reverse signaling (Bong et al., 2004; Cowan and Henkemeyer,
2001; Lu et al., 2001; Makinen et al., 2005; Palmer et al., 2002; Torres
et al., 1998). In our assays, EfnB2a alleles lacking the intracellular
domain behaved similarly to WT EfnB2a, even in the absence of
endogenous EfnB2a, suggesting that the intra-rhombomere function
for EfnB2a does not require reverse signaling. Although EfnBs
homodimerize, leaving open the possibility that the truncated allele
has a dominant negative effect on EfnB2a function, we do not believe
that to be the case in our experiments. First, the phenotype of cells
expressing the truncated allele is not that they are sorted to the r4
boundary, as happens in MO to WT mosaics and which would be
consistent with an overall reduction in EfnB2a function. Rather, these
donors cluster together and fail to cross the midline, consistent with
increased cell affinity, just as is seen in WT to MO mosaics or when
cells over-express WT EfnB2a. Second, over-expression of the
truncated allele still mediates cell sorting even if donors are coinjected
with EfnB2a MO, suggesting that the truncated protein does not need
to bind the WT EfnB2a protein in order to exert its effects on sorting.
The ability of EfnB2a to affect cell sorting in the absence of its
cytoplasmic domain is reminiscent of a previous study which
concluded from EfnB2a over-expression experiments that unidirec-
tional signaling is sufficient to drive cell repulsion in the hindbrain (Xu
et al., 1999). Given that we observe robust sorting-out of EfnB2a-
overexpressing cells even from rhombomeres where EphA4 is not
expressed, it seems possible that the sorting of EfnB2a-expressing
cells observed in the earlier work was driven at least in part by
cohesion of EfnB2a-expressing cells, rather than solely by mutual
repulsion between EfnB2a- and EphA4-expressing cells.

It remains to be determined what molecules lie up and down-
stream of EphA4 and EfnB2a to regulate cell affinity within
rhombomeres. While other receptors and ligands are expressed in
the hindbrain – notably, EfnB3 is expressed in r2, 4, and 6, while
EphB4a is expressed in r2,3,5,6 (Cooke et al., 2001, 2005) – no Ephrin
ligands for EphA4 have been shown to be specifically expressed in r3
and r5, nor have Eph receptors for EfnB2a been shown to be expressed
specifically in r4. However the expression patterns of zebrafish Ephs
and Efns have not been fully described and we cannot rule out the
possibility that low level, non-rhombomere restricted expression of
ligands or receptors in the hindbrain underlie the rhombomere-
specific functions for EphA4 and EfnB2a. The effects on differential cell
affinity suggest that EphA4 and EfnB2a signaling results in changes to
cell adhesionmachinery, possibly by affecting the levels or localization
of adhesive proteins like cadherins or integrins. Previous studies both
in vivo and in vitro have demonstrated a connection between Eph–Efn
signaling and adhesion. Eph–Ephrin interactions can be intrinsically
adhesive if they are not actively cleaved or internalized (Janes et al.,
2005; Marston et al., 2003; Zimmer et al., 2003). Indeed, adhesion
between EphA7 and EphrinA5, which are co-expressed in the
mammalian neural folds, is required for neural tube closure in the
mammalian forebrain (Holmberg et al., 2000). While teleost neural
keel formation and mammalian neural tube closure are developmen-
tally distinct events, both involve the apical adhesion of neural
progenitors from the left and right sides of the embryo, and defects in
either process result in severe neural tube defects (Ciruna et al., 2006;
Tawk et al., 2007; Wallingford, 2005). It is interesting that the two
processes may also be mechanistically similar in their requirement for
Eph–Ephrin signaling.

An alternative possibility is that EphA4- and/or EfnB2a-dependent
cell interactions in the hindbrain do not require binding to canonical
partners. On the basis of affinity data, it had already been proposed
that Ephs and Ephrins likely have other binding partners (Poliakov et
al., 2004). Indeed, in culture, both EphA2 and EfnB1 have indepen-
dently been shown to bind the tight junction protein claudin in cis,
resulting in changes to cell adhesion (Tanaka et al., 2005a,b). In vivo, it
has been demonstrated that EphA4 is constitutively associated with
integrin in platelets (Prevost et al., 2005), while EfnB1 has been shown
to bind Cx43, and thereby regulate gap junction formation and cell
sorting in chimeric mice (Davy et al., 2006). Recently, EfnB1 has been
shown to interact directly with Par6, a scaffolding protein essential for
tight junction complex assembly; EfnB1 knock-down results in loss of
tight junctions in Xenopus blastomeres (Lee et al., 2008). It is therefore
possible that the regulation of cell adhesion by Ephs and Ephrins in
the hindbrain neuroepithelium could be due to direct physical
interaction with cell junction machinery at the cell surface.

Role of Ephs and Ephrins at other neuromere boundaries

Given that EphA4- and EfnB2a-based cell interactions in r3, r4 and
r5 appears to maintain those rhombomere boundaries during
neurulation, we hypothesize that there is a similar requirement for
Ephs or Efns within r1,2,6, and 7. EfnB2a is also expressed in r1 and r7
and our data suggests that it promotes cell affinity there, although less
robustly than in r4. As alluded to earlier, Eph and Ephrin candidates
expressed in r2 and r6 include EfnB3 and EphB4a (Cooke et al., 2001;
Cooke et al., 2005). Indeed, blocking Eph signaling in r6 prevented
sorting-out of mafB mutant cells from r6 in genetic mosaics (Cooke et
al., 2001). We do not see evidence for Eph- or Ephrin-based adhesion
contributing to neuromere boundaries outside the hindbrain.
Although EfnB2a is strongly expressed in the midbrain, EfnB2a MO
cells do not sort out of the midbrain in mosaic embryos. We suggest
that the control of neuroepithelial progenitor cell behaviour by Eph-
and Ephrin-based adhesion is a unique attribute of the segmented
hindbrain.

Relevance of Ephs and Ephrins to disease linked to mosaicism

Our insights into the role of EphA4 and EfnB2a in hindbrain
development are based on the behaviour of cells in loss of function
and gain of function EphA4 and EfnB2a mosaics and therefore may
yield insights into diseases whose etiologies result from genetic
mosaicism. Indeed, EfnB1-based mosaicism underlies the more severe
cases of craniofrontonasal syndrome (CFNS) in humans and mice:
females heterozygous for a mutation in the X-linked EfnB1 gene
exhibit symptoms not seen in hemizygous males or homozygous
females due to sorting-out of EfnB1+ cell clones from EfnB1 mutant
cell clones following random X-inactivation (Compagni et al., 2003;
Davy et al., 2004; Twigg et al., 2004; Wieland et al., 2004).

A specific pathological example of mosaicism in the soma is cancer,
in which cancerous cell clones, or tumours, arise that are genetically
and behaviourly distinct from the surrounding tissue. We have
described a role for EphA4 and EfnB2a in regulating cell sorting in
the hindbrain neuroepithelium, and observe that small clones of cells
exhibiting higher or lower levels of EphA4 or EfnB2a are segregated
from the surrounding epithelium. In a similar way, EphB–EfnB
interactions in the intestine normally mediate subtle cell positioning
along the crypt-villus axis, but also play a dramatic role in
compartmentalizing rare colorectal tumours, which appears to inhibit
the onset of more aggressive forms of colon cancer (Cortina et al.,
2007). It has been known for some time that Ephs and Ephrins are
misregulated in many cancers and while the relationship remains
poorly understood, it is clear that these molecules have important
roles in a variety of “cancermosaic” contexts (Clevers and Batlle, 2006;
Merlos-Suarez and Batlle, in press; Pasquale, 2008). Abnormal levels
of Eph or Ephrin on the surface of tumour cells may drive segregation
of these cells from the surrounding healthy tissue, while at the same
time mediating intra-tumour cell contacts. In these pathological
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situations, the foci of abnormal Eph–Ephrin interactions arise
sporadically and thus are difficult to study in situ. Understanding
the cellular behaviours and molecular mechanisms underlying Eph-
and Efn-based adhesive sorting in the teleost hindbrain may therefore
shed light on cellular mechanisms underlying Eph- and Efn-
dependent tumorigenesis.
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